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This booklet is dedicated to all
“friends of truth” of any age!
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1.

Why is Isaac Newton so famous? Can you name 4 reasons?
(The above 4 pictures may help you.)

2. What was Newton searching for his whole life?
3. How did Newton describe God?
4. How many Bibles did Newton own?
5. Newton said to “search the scriptures” if you want to find what?
6. When you find it, what will you value it above?
7. What very important truths did Newton find out about God?
8. What did Newton discover about Christmas, ghosts and the sign
of the cross?
9. Why did Newton refuse to eat things with blood in them?
10. Did Newton do experiments on animals like other scientists?
Why not?
11. What did Newton believe about death?
12. What did Newton do every day (about the Kingdom)?
13. Did Newton believe the truth would be preached in only 1 country? Where?
14. What did Newton give to poor people?
15. When we learn the truth, how should we teach our neighbours?
16. Who is someone Newton spoke to about Bible truth?
17. How long will God’s Kingdom rule over the earth?
18. Will we actually see God’s Kingdom ruling over the earth?
19. Was Newton perfect, and did everyone love him?
20. What do you think is the most interesting thing about Newton?
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